Hurricane Recovery Resources for Southwest Louisiana

**United Way**

CLICK HERE for Hurricane Info Page

*They advise everybody to call them through 211*

**LA BOSCO**

For statewide resource for housing insecure - coordinated entry access point,

CLICK HERE

**Acadiana Legal Service Corp**

CLICK HERE for their disaster recovery page

---

**Additional Information**

Acadiana Legal Service Corps services are for those who are at or below 125% of the federal poverty line or 200% with special factors such as medical bills. People who may qualify can call to apply.

For tips on navigating disaster assistance CLICK HERE

See HERE for a guide on mold remediation. And HERE for tips to dealing with contractor fraud.

Call the suicide crisis hotline at **1-800-273-8255** or Click HERE to visit their site.

---

*Southerly is a nonprofit, independent media organization that covers natural resources and communities in the American South. Gulf Coast correspondent Carly Berlin is reporting extensively on hurricane recovery in southwest Louisiana. If you have been affected by Hurricanes Laura and/or Delta, fill out this confidential tip form.*